Installation Guide

Land development – residential and industrial
Roads – infrastructure, stormwater, asset renewal
Rail – stormwater run-off
Mining – stormwater and aggressive ground
Rural – culverts and land drainage


StormFLO® Civil Installation Guide
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Flexible Pipes
StormFLO® Civil are flexible pipes. This means that
as vertical loads are applied, the pipe will deflect
and take advantage of horizontal soil pressure
to provide additional support to the system.
The interaction of the pipe and the embedment
material means that both play an important role
in the structural performance of the pipeline.
Flexible pipes have shown excellent performance
in buried applications and have been thoroughly
researched in both field installations and
laboratory studies.
Properly installed pipes, in which the specified
embedment material is placed and compacted
to the required level, have characteristically low
deflections because the pipe deflection follows
the soil settlement.
After initial compaction and settlement, applied
vertical loads have very little effect on deflection.

The use of flexible pipes in all buried applications
including, under road pavements is well
established in Australia and throughout the world.
Where StormFLO® Civil pipes are installed at
depths between 0.8m and 6m in normal soils
and recommended installation practices are
followed there is generally no need for structural
design calculations. In these typical installations,
deflection can be reliably predicted from a
design chart based on the compaction level of
the embedment, or using our design guide on the
Vinidex website.
For installation conditions at greater depths or in
poor soils, a design methodology for flexible pipes
is clearly set out in AS/NZS 2566.1 “Buried flexible
pipelines. Part 1: Design”. This Standard uses
the pipe characteristics and material properties,
installation conditions and external loads to
predict pipe deflection, strain in the pipe wall
and resistance to buckling which are compared
against conservative allowable limits.

SN8
StormFLO® Civil 6m pipe dimensions
Vinidex
Code

Nominal
Diameter
(mm)

Effective
Length
(m)

Overall
Length
(m)

Approximate
Pipe Mass (kg/
length)

Number of
Pipes per
Crate

Semi Truck
Load

B-Double Truck
Load

29520

225

5.96m

6.10m

19

12

144

216

29521

300

5.87m

6.05m

26

6

72

108

29522

375

5.79m

6.02m

47

2 or 3

60

90

29523

450

5.77m

6.00m

73

2

40

60

29524

525

5.68m

5.96m

100

2

32

48

29525

600

5.55m

5.90m

113

3

18

27
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Handling & Storage
StormFLO® Civl pipes are relatively light weight
and smaller sizes can be lifted manually. Note
that correct PPE and safe lifting practices should
always be used. Care should also be taken when
pipes are loaded, unloaded, stacked or distributed
on sites to avoid damage to the pipe.
When pipes are lifted mechanically, approved
and certified web or rope slings should be used.
Transport should not have sharp projections
which could cause damage to pipes. Pipes should
not be dragged along the ground as this can
damage the pipe, causing difficulty with jointing
and testing.
StormFLO® Civl pipes should be stacked on flat
firm ground, which has been cleared of debris and
hazardous combustible vegetation. Pipes should
be laid flat on transverse bearers at least 75mm
wide at maximum 1.5m centres.
Pipe sockets should be supported so that the
ends are free from loading, with sockets in each
layer opposite to the previous layer. Different sizes
are best stacked separately. If this is not practical,
then stack with the largest pipes at the base.
Framed crates must be stored timber on timber
(sizes 150, 225 and 300 only). The height of the
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pipe stacks should be limited to prevent distortion
and excessive ovalisation.
If pipes are to be nested (smaller diameter pipes
stored inside larger diameter pipes) for long
periods, stacks should not exceed 2m in height.
Trench Excavation
All trenches are potentially dangerous and proper
care should be taken to ensure the stability of
the trench wall and the safety of all workers. The
trench should not be excavated too far in advance
of pipe laying and should be backfilled as soon as
possible.
Minimum Trench Width
The trench width should be as narrow as is
practicable, but wide enough to allow adequate
compaction of the haunch zone and the making
and inspection of joints. AS/NZS 2566.2 sets out
the minimum trench dimensions for StormFLO®
Civl as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Minimum trench dimensions
Nominal Diameter
(mm)

225

300

375

450

525

600

Minimum
Trench Width
(mm)

560

745

830

1115

1200

1280

Minimum Depth of Bedding
Zone (mm)

100

100

100

150

150

150

Minimum Depth of Overlay
Zone (mm)

150

150

150

150

150

150

Pipes in Parallel
Where pipes are laid in parallel, the minimum
spacings between pipelines are given below.
Table 2: Minimum spacings between parallel pipelines
Nominal Diameter
(mm)

225

300

375

450

525

600

Minimum
Spacing
(mm)

150

200

200

300

300

300

The trench should be excavated deep enough to
allow for the specified grade, the required depth
of underlay and the minimum cover.
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Selection of Embedment Material
Embedment material for StormFLO® Civl pipes
should preferably be granular, free-flowing
material. This type of embedment material
requires less compactive effort to provide support
for the pipe and minimises soil settlement.
The table below provides typical gradings
for single-size aggregates suitable for use as
embedment material for StormFLO® Civl pipes.
Table 3: Typical aggregate grading
% PASSING BY MASS
Nominal size
of single-size
aggregate

SIEVE SIZE
(mm)
10mm

7mm

5mm

26.5

-

-

-

19

-

-

-

13.2

100

-

-

9.5

85-100

100

6.7

-

85-100

100

4.75

0-20

-

85-100

2.36

0-5

0-20

0-40

0.075

0-2

0-2

0-2

Where sand is more readily available, a typical
sand grading is shown below.
Table 4: Typical sand grading
SIEVE SIZE (mm)

% PASSING BY MASS

4.75

100

2.36

90-100

1.18

85-100

0.6

70-100

0.3

50-100

0.15

0-40

0.075

0-5

In cases of reduced cover, it may be preferable
to use a cement stabilised sand/gravel as the
embedment material (including bedding, side
support and overlay zones). According to Table
L2 of AS/NZS 2566.2, the cement stabilised
material should have a cement content of
6-10%, a moisture content of 10%, and have an
unconfined compression strength of 1.7MPa, as
determined from cylinder specimen at 7 days.
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In cases of excessive cover, selecting a smaller
sized aggregate will assist with achieving
the desired pipe haunching, and should be
considered.
In cases where it is difficult to achieve mechanical
compaction of the bedding material, controlled
low strength material (CLSM) may be used as an
alternative material. CLSM, also known as slurry
fill, flowable fill, flowable mortar, soil-cement
slurry, unshrinkable fill or controlled density
fill, should achieve a compressive strength in
the range of 0.6 MPa to 3.0 MPa, depending on
cement content.
When placing CLSM, care should be taken to
prevent flotation of the pipe by selecting a lift
thickness appropriate to the diameter of the pipe,
or ballasting the pipe with sandbags. Further
details are available in Appendix K of AS/NZS
2566.2.
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Placing and Compacting of Embedment Material
The embedment material should be placed
and graded to invert level, and compacted to a
minimum 95% Modified Maximum Dry Density or
70% Density Index, depending on the selected
material. In conditions where the trench bottom
is wet, soft or irregular, it may be necessary to
first stabilise, fill and level, and compact the base.
Place and compact material in the pipe bedding
zone to minimum depth of 75mm beneath the
pipe.

Cutting of Pipes
DN225 to DN600 StormFLO® pipes may be cut
anywhere along their length as required, always
ensuring that safe work practices are followed.
The cut should be made in the valley between the
corrugations at right angles to the axis of the pipe.
No end treatment or chamfer is required.

Side support and overlay material should be
placed in a manner to ensure:

Any saw that uses oil as a lubricant is not
recommended.

StormFLO® Civil pipes can be safely cut using
any saw suitable for cutting timber. This can be a
manual or powered saw.

a. uniform distribution and compaction of
embedment material, especially under the
haunches of the pipe;
b. the material relative compaction is consistent
with design;
c. pipe distortion is minimized;
d. the pipe is not damaged; and
e. the specified pipe alignment, level and grade
is maintained
In order to ensure uniform support along the pipe
barrel, a small indentation should be excavated in
the pipe bedding zone to accommodate the pipe
sockets.
The pipe side support material should be
placed evenly on both sides of the pipeline and
compacted such that relative compaction is
consistent with design. Side support material
should be worked under the sides of the pipe
to minimise voids and provide maximum pipe
haunching, taking care to minimise distortion of
the pipe and maintain alignment and grade.
The pipe overlay material should be levelled
and compacted in layers, to a minimum height
of 150mm above the crown of the pipe, or as
specified.
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Jointing Instructions
The following procedure is recommended when jointing StormFLO® Civil rubber ring jointed pipes:
1.

Clean the pipe socket and spigot end, making sure both are free of any dirt and
grit. Any foreign matter trapped in the joint will compromise joint performance
and leak-tightness of the system.

2. For DN225 – DN600 - Install the rubber ring by stretching it over the spigot so that
it seats between the first and second corrugations from pipe spigot end.

3. Ensure rubber rings are evenly fitted by running fingers around the full
circumference of the pipe.

4. Apply a generous quantity of Vinidex jointing lubricant to the inside of the
receiving socket. Do not lubricate the rubber ring or the valley under the rubber
ring. Avoid getting lubricant under the rubber ring. This will ensure that the
ring does not pick up dirt and introduce contaminants to the joint or become
displaced during jointing.

HINT: To further minimize the risk of introducing grit from the embedment material into the joint, a
small piece of rubber mat, poly tarp or equivalent can be temporarily placed under the socket/spigot
during joint assembly.
5. Insert the leading edge of the spigot into the receiving socket. It is essential that
pipes are in a straight line before attempting to make the joint. Double check
that the ring and spigot is free from any grit or embedment material so as not to
compromise the joint.
6. Do not apply jointing force directly to the socket. Insert a short stub of pipe in the
opposite socket. The short stub can be an off-cut, 50mm longer than the socket,
and can be re-used.
7.

Apply even jointing force. Subject to pipe diameter and local conditions, use a
crowbar (see Note) to push on a timber block on the end of the short pipe.

8. Push home the pipe until the spigot end comes into contact with the inner wall of
the socket.

NOTE: The jointing force required increases with the nominal diameter of the pipe. A leverage tool such
as a crowbar is generally sufficient for StormFLO® Civil pipes up to 375mm nominal diameter. For larger
sizes, mechanical assistance is required. Where applying a jointing force is not practical, consideration
should be given to the use of come-along or winch and rope devices.
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Angular Deflection
The pipe may be deflected at the joint after
jointing has been completed. Any deflection
should be limited to a maximum of 1º.
Witness Mark
The rubber ring is held in position by the
corrugations in the pipe. When the joint is
assembled the socket inner wall will come to a
natural resistance point against the sockets inner
wall. As a safety measure all StormFLO® pipes
have a manufactured witness mark located on
the 5th Rib for DN225 & DN375 & the 4th Rib for
DN300, DN450, DN525, DN600.
Depending on manufacturing tolerances, a
witness mark will be either wholly within the
socket, or just visible at the mouth at the
completion of jointing.
Internal Lining
When StormFLO® Civil pipes are pushed fully
home during assembly, the spigot end and
the internal lining at the back of the socket
are generally in close contact. However, due
to manufacturing tolerances or where there is
angular deflection at the joint a small gap may
sometimes be observed. This has no effect on the
sealing capability of the joint. To reduce this gap
when cutting pipe, ensure the cut is clean and
even throughout.

Backfilling
Where the finished surface is not to be paved,
and surface settlement is not considered critical,
ordinary fill material is suitable up to the finished
surface. Under pavements where settlement of
the fill material is to be controlled, a fill material
that can be compacted to the required density
should be used.
Trench fill should be placed on the pipe overlay
and compacted as specified but generally not
in layers in excess of 300mm. Complete the
backfilling operation to finished surface level.
Allowable Cover for Finished Survace Levels
Minimum cover in Table 14 reflects industry
standards for various load cases as per AS/NZS
2566.1. StormFLO® Civil pipes are not limited to
these standards and designers/installers should
source further clarification if reduced cover is
required.

Table 5: Minimum depth of cover over pipe with finished surface levels- as per AS3500.3
Loading Condition

Minimum Cover (m)

Not subject to vehicular loading:
a) Without pavement i. for single dwellings; or
ii. for other than single dwellings

100
300

b) With pavement of brick or unreinforced concrete

100*

Subject to vehicular loading:
a) Other than roads:
i. Without pavement
ii. With pavement of A. reinforced concrete for heavy vehicular loading
B. brick or unreinforced concrete for light vehicular loading

100*
75*

b) Roadsi. sealed; or
ii. unsealed

600
750

450

Subject to construction equipment loading or in embankment conditions

750

Land zone for agricultural use

600

*Below the underside of the pavement
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Construction Loads
During construction, consideration of loading
during placement and compaction of fill around
the pipe and any other construction loading is
critical. Care must be taken to ensure that any
construction loading from trench compaction and
road construction equipment does not overload
the pipe.

Flotation
The possibility of pipe flotation exists when
StormFLO® Civil pipes are installed in areas which
will be inundated, such as creek crossings, flood
plains and high groundwater areas. To prevent
flotation, a minimum cover equivalent to 75% of
the nominal diameter is required.

The following minimum depths (shown in table
6, below) of compacted fill over the pipe apply
for the placement and compaction of fill around
StormFLO® Civil pipes.

Table 6: Minimum depths of compacted fill over
StormFLO® Civil for construction loads
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Construction Load

Minimum compacted fill over StormFLO® Civil

Pedestrian vibrating plate

200mm

Vibratory rammer (up to 75kg)

250mm

Vibratory trench roller (up to 2t)

250mm

Vibratory smooth drum roller (7t)

500mm

Truck and dog trailer

500mm

25 tonne excavator and 580
mm compaction wheel acting
separately

1,000mm
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Concrete Encasement
Where concrete encasement is required,
StormFLO® Civl pipes should be laid to the correct
alignment and grade, supported on hessian bags
filled with stabilised sand or on concrete blocks or
cradles. The concrete surround should be placed
so as to provide uniform and continuous support
around the entire circumference of the pipe.
StormFLO® Civl joints for concrete encasement
should be made with an additional rubber ring.
For pipe sizes up to and including DN300, a gap
should be left and the

extra ring placed in the valley between the third
and fourth corrugations from the spigot end. For
sizes DN375 and greater, the second ring should
be placed adjacent to the first ring in the valley
between the second and third corrugations.
The completed joint should also be sealed with
tape to prevent concrete entering the socket
during encasement.

PIPE JOINT SEALED WITH TAPE

FOR ALL SIZES
Table 7: Placement of additional rubber ring for concrete encasement
DN225 to DN300

DN375 to DN600

The pipe shall be restrained and care
taken to prevent movement, misalignment,
distortion and / or flotation during the
encasement process.
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Connection to Structures
StormFLO® Civil pipes may generally be
connected to rigid structures such as pits,
headwalls and endwalls, both pre-cast and cast
in situ. StormFLO® Civil pipes have sufficient
flexibility and strain tolerance to accommodate
differential settlement at the interface. The figure
below shows a typical entry or exit to a concrete
structure.

Note that the hydrophilic seal is required only
where a waterproof seal is critical. When required,
use Hydrotite DSS0220 or equivalent.

(Optional for StormPRO)

Above-Ground Installation
For above-ground applications StormFLO® Civl
pipes must be adequately supported in order to
prevent sagging and excessive distortion.
Clamp, saddle, angle, spring or other standard
types of supports and hangers may be used
where necessary. Pipe hangers should not be
overtightened.
All pipe should be supported at regular intervals
as detailed in the table below, always with one
support located directly behind the socket. These
support spacings are based on supported pipe
carrying water carrying water at 20°C.

Note that where temperatures in excess of 20°C
are likely, the support spacing should be reduced.
The supports should provide a bearing surface of
120° under the base of the pipes and should be at
least two corrugations wide. The pipes should be
protected from damage at the supports with the
provision of a membrane of PE, PVC or rubber.
Table 8 refers to the maximum support spacings
for above-ground installations.

Table 8: Maxiumum support spacings
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Nominal
Diameter
(mm)

225

300

375

450

525

600

Maximum
Horizontal
Support
Spacing (m)

1.60

1.90

2.15

2.50

2.75

3.00
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Stormwater Service Connections
The Vinidex PROgrommet range of stormwater service connections provide 100mm and
150mm diameter connections to StormPRO®, StormFLO® Civil and StormFLO® Rural pipes
up to 900mm nominal diameter. The following procedure is recommended when installing
the PROgrommet:
1.

Drill hole in pipe using the PROsaw. Hole centre must be located in the
valley between corrugations.

2. Inspect marking on PROgrommet to ensure the correct size for selected
StormPRO® pipe.
3. Present PROgrommet to hole with PROgrommet flange to the inside and
locating wings to the outside of the pipe.
4. Squash the PROgrommet by hand whereby the two locating wings align in
the centre.
5. With the flattened PROgrommet, form a “C” shape and offer it to the
prepared hole.
6. Position locating wings in the valley of the pipe profile.
7.

Apply Vinidex Lubricant to the inside diameter of the PRO stopper. Insert
PRO stopper into PROgrommet

8. Cut lead-in chamfer on pipe which is to be offered to PRO stopper.
9. Mark a line on pipe showing the required insertion depth.
10. Dry, degrease and prime the branch pipe spigot and the PRO stopper
socket with a lint-free cloth dampened with Vinidex priming fluid.

11. Apply a thin even coat of Vinidex Type N solvent cement to the internal
surface of the PRO stopper socket first, then apply a heavier, even coat of
Vinidex Type N solvent cement up to the witness mark on the branch pipe
spigot.
12. Insert the branch pipe spigot home to the full depth of the PRO stopper
socket
13. Hold the joint against movement and rejection of the spigot for a minimum
of 30 seconds, then wipe off excess solvent cement from the outside of
the joint.
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Field Testing
Leakage testing is carried out to identify
installation faults and sources of infiltration and
exfiltration in pipelines which are required to be
water-tight such as sewerage systems. Leakage
testing is generally not required for stormwater
drains.
Where testing is required refer to AS/NZS 3500.3
& AS/NZS 2566.2
Hydrostatic Test
Fill the pipeline with water and pressurise to not
less than 20kPa at the highest point of the section
being tested, but not greater than 60kPa at the
lowest point of the test section. Maintain the test
pressure for at least 2 hours by adding measured
volumes of water if required. Each joint should
be carefully examined visually for leaks, and any
defects should be repaired. The pipeline section
is deemed satisfactory if the make-up volume is
less that 0.5L per hour per metre length per metre
diameter. After any repairs, the pipeline should be
re-tested.
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Water Jet Cleaning
High-pressure water jet cleaning of internal
pipeline surfaces is common, but if not properly
managed, water emitted under high-pressure
through a jet nozzle has the potential to damage
any pipe surface, including those manufactured
from plastics, metallic, ceramic and concrete
materials.
PIPA Industry Guidelines POP205 provides
information based on experience and research,
as to the maximum pressures that may be used
to avoid damage to StormFLO® Civil pipes. The
guidelines can be downloaded at http://www.pipa.
com.au/documents/water-jet-cleaning-plasticspipes.
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CUT-INS & REPAIRS
Cut-Ins
To cut into an existing buried StormFLO® Civil
pipeline and install a socketed junction or other
socketed fitting, the following procedure should
be adopted:
1. Expose the existing pipe and cut out a length
equal to the effective length of the fitting, plus
approximately 600mm.
2. Connect 300mm long short pipes to the
junction sockets and fit rubber rings to the
spigot ends of the short pipes.
3. Fit slip couplings to the cut ends of the
existing pipe and install junction.
Repairs
If StormFLO® Civil pipes are damaged, the repair
method will depend on the nature and severity of
the damage. Table 10 below provides guidance on
the most suitable method relative to the extent of
damage.
Depending on the severity of the damage different
methods will be required to fix StormFLO® pipes.
Please contact Vinidex for the best repair method.
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Standard and Slip Couplings
In situations where an installed section of
StormFLO® Civil pipes has been damaged, that
damaged section of pipe can be removed and
replaced with a new section using Slip Couplings.

It should be noted that regardless of the size of the
damaged area, a minimum length of pipe must be
cut out for practical and manoeuvrability reasons.
This is dependent on pipe diameter as shown in the
table.

Table 11: Minimum replacement lengths for repairs using Slip couplers
DN

PRODUCT
CODE

SLIP COUPLING
LENGTH

MINIMUM
REPLACEMENT
LENGTH (MM)

NUMBER OF
CORRUGATIONS

225

30451

240

760

29

300

30452

325

977

28

375

30453

320

1033

23

450

30454

338

1109

21

525

30455

432

1386

21

600

30456

487

1583
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It is recommended that the slip coupling is assembled with two rubber rings on each spigot.
A sealing ring and a support ring.
Jointing Method
Step 1 Excavate
Excavate and expose the full Replacement
Length of the pipe plus an additional length
of 600mm at each end. A minimum Trench
Clearance of 100mm for sizes up to and
including 450 and 150mm for sizes above 450
between the underside of the sewer and the
trench floor is recommended.

Step 2 Temporary Supports
Place temporary supports under each end of
the exposed section immediately adjacent to
intended cut locations, under the sections of
pipe that will not be removed.
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Step 3 Cut Pipe
Cut out and remove the section of the pipe to be
replaced. Ensure that the cuts are square and
are located in the valleys between corrugations.
Clean and smooth the remaining pipe ends.

Step 4 Cut Pipe
Determine and cut the length of pipe required
to achieve a neat fit between the cut ends. The
maximum gap between the existing pipe and the
replacement section should not exceed 10mm
Ensure that the cuts are square and are located
in the valleys between corrugations. Clean and
smooth the cut ends.
Step 5 Assembly & Replacement
Assemble the replacement pipe section with the
slip couplings and the rubber rings as shown. This
can be done beside the trench and then lowered
into position in the trench.
a. Ensure the inside surface of the slip couplings
are clean.
b. Apply a generous quantity of Vinidex jointing
lubricant to the inside of the slip coupling.
c. Slide one slip coupling over each spigot end of
the replacement pipe. For DN 450 to DN 900 the
coupling should be oriented so that the lugs on the
slip coupling are towards the centre of the 		
replacement pipe.
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d. Thoroughly clean the spigot ends of the
replacement pipe so that they are free of any dirt,
grit or lubricant. Ensure that any lubricant that
may have been transferred to the spigot valleys
where the rubber rings are to be installed is
removed.
e. Install two rubber rings on spigot ends by
stretching them over the spigot so that they seat
in the first and second valleys from the spigot
end, i.e. between the first and second ridges and
the second and third ridges.
f. Using a bar, apply a force to the lugs to push
the slip coupling over the rubber rings so that the
leading edge of each slip coupling is in line with
the end of the replacement pipe.

assist in centring the slip coupling.
Hint: The use of a stepped block between
the bar and the face of the lug will significantly
reduce the difficulty of pushing the slip coupling
over the rings
Hint: Having one person on each side pushing
at the same time will make this a lot easier as
the slip coupling will progress more evenly.

Step 11 Repeat
Repeat step 10 for the second slip coupling

Step 6 Rubber Rings
Thoroughly clean the spigot ends of the pipe in
the trench making sure that they are free from
dirt and grit.
Hint: Lay a piece of geotextile fabric, rubber mat,
poly tarp or equivalent in the trench under the
ends of the existing pipe where each connection
is to be made. This is to provide additional
protection from dirt and contaminants being
introduced into the coupling during jointing
Step 7 Rubber Rings
Install two rubber rings on spigot ends of the
pipes in the trench by stretching them over the
spigot so that they seat in the first and second
valleys from the spigot end, i.e. between the first
and second ridges and the second and third
ridges.
Step 8 Lubricant
Apply Vinidex lubricant to the top of the rubber
rings.
Step 9 Position Pipe
Position the replacement pipe and set to line and
grade. Align the slip couplings so that the lugs
are at the 45 ̊ position.
Step 10 Bar
Using a bar, apply a force to the lugs to push the
slip coupling over the rubber rings. Ensure the
slip coupling is centred and aligned on the joint.
Witness marks can be applied to each spigot to

Step 12 Remove temporary pipe
Carefully remove the temporary pipe supports
while placing embedment material under and
around the replacement pipe to ensure sound
support of the pipes.
Step 13 Compact
Place trench fill material in 300mm layers and
compact progressively.
Step 14 Restore
Restore the surface.

Contact Vinidex for a range of repair clamps and fittings for StormFLO® Civil pipes.
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HEAD OFFICE
Level 4, 26 College Street
Darlinghurst NSW 2010
PO Box 747, Darlinghurst NSW 1300

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Phone: 13 11 69
Fax:
13 24 43
Email: sales@vinidex.com.au
Web: www.vinidex.com.au
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